Let C be the set of all continuous real-valued functions on the closed interval [0, l]. The question arises as to whether or not a metric d for C exists with the property that limn<00 d(fn, f<¡) =0 if and only if the sequence {/"} converges pointwise to/o. It is well known that such a metric d does not exist, but a correct proof of the nonexistence of such a d does not seem to be so well known.
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The following false "proof" of the nonexistence of d seems to be prevalent: "The weak topology for C defines a notion of convergence which is pointwise convergence. The weak topology for C does not satisfy the first countability axiom and consequently is not metrizable. Hence no metric for C exists which defines convergence to be pointwise convergence."
The fallacy in this line of reasoning lies in the fact that two topologies, one metrizable and the other nonmetrizable, can induce the same notion of convergence for sequences.1
We now construct a double sequence {fn,m} of elements of C. This double sequence is used to give a simple proof of the nonexistence of a metric d of the type described above. We now define Si to be the normal subdivision of [0, l] . If a subdivision Sn of [0, l] has been defined, we define Sn+i to be the refinement of Sn which is obtained by making a normal subdivision of each interval of 5".
We now let T be the collection of all intervals / such that for some n, J is an interval of the subdivision Sn. T is countable, and hence we may let k be a one-to-one function whose domain is T and whose range is the set of all positive integers.
Let« and m be positive integers. We now define the function /,,,. If / is an interval of the subdivision 5", we define ej = l if k{J) |m and ej = l/k{J) if k(J)>m. Let/",m be the function on [0, l] which is of type (m, tj) on each interval / of S". The graph of /",", has a hump on each interval of Sn. It is easily seen that/",m is continuous, however, since if ô>0 then the graph of /n,m can contain at most a finite number of humps of height greater than 5.
Let « be a positive integer and suppose 0£t£l. It is easy to see that/",m(i) =0 for all but at most three values of m. Thus, we obtain limm<oo/n,m(i)=0. Now let/o be the function which is identically zero on [0, l] . Suppose a metric d exists which defines convergence to be pointwise convergence. We obtain lim»,..,*, d(fn,m,fo) = 0 for each positive integer n. It is possible to choose integers N" such that if mn>Nn then d(fn,m", /o)<1/k.
It follows that any such sequence {/n,m"} converges pointwise to /o. We obtain a contradiction by showing that this is not the case.
Let Ji be an interval of Si and choose mi>max (k(Ji), iVi). We see that fi,mi is 1 on some interval /2 of S2, JzCJiNext choose «2>max (k{J2), Ni). It follows that /2|OT2 is 1 on some interval J3 of Si, y3C/2. Then choose w3>max (k(J3), N¡). The procedure is clear. We obtain a nested sequence/iDy2Dy3D • • • of closed intervals and integers mn>Nn such that/","," is 1 on Jn+i. There is a point p which belongs to each interval /". We now obtain lim /,.«.(#) = 1^0 =Mp).
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This proves that {/n,™"} does not converge pointwise to/o.
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